
TOPIC NAME:  STRATEGY FORMULATION



 The word “strategy” is derived from the Greek word 

“stratçgos”; stratus (meaning army) and “ago” 

(meaning leading/moving).

 Strategy is an action that managers take to attain one or 

more of the organization’s goals. Strategy can also be 

defined as “A general direction set for the company and 

its various components to achieve a desired state in the 

future. Strategy results from the detailed strategic 

planning process”.



 A strategy is all about integrating organizational activities and utilizing 
and allocating the scarce resources within the organizational 
environment so as to meet the present objectives. While planning a 
strategy it is essential to consider that decisions are not taken in a 
vacuum and that any act taken by a firm is likely to be met by a 
reaction from those affected, competitors, customers, employees or 
suppliers.

 Strategy can also be defined as knowledge of the goals, the uncertainty 
of events and the need to take into consideration the likely or actual 
behavior of others. Strategy is the blueprint of decisions in an 
organization that shows its objectives and goals, reduces the key 
policies, and plans for achieving these goals, and defines the business 
the company is to carry on, the type of economic and human 
organization it wants to be, and the contribution it plans to make to its 
shareholders, customers and society at large.



 Strategy is Significant because it is not possible to foresee 

the future. Without a perfect foresight, the firms must be 

ready to deal with the uncertain events which constitute the 

business environment.

 Strategy deals with long term developments rather than 

routine operations, i.e. it deals with probability of 

innovations or new products, new methods of productions, 

or new markets to be developed in future.

 Strategy is created to take into account the probable 

behavior of customers and competitors. Strategies dealing 

with employees will predict the employee behavior.



 Strategy formulation refers to the process 

of choosing the most appropriate course 

of action for the realization of 

organizational goals and objectives and 

thereby achieving the organizational 

vision.



 Setting Organizations’ objectives

 Evaluating the Organizational Environment

 Setting Quantitative Targets

 Aiming in context with the divisional plans

 Performance Analysis

 Choice of Strategy



1. Setting Organizations’ objectives - The key component of any 
strategy statement is to set the long-term objectives of the organization. 
It is known that strategy is generally a medium for realization of 
organizational objectives. Objectives stress the state of being there 
whereas Strategy stresses upon the process of reaching there. Strategy 
includes both the fixation of objectives as well the medium to be used 
to realize those objectives. Thus, strategy is a wider term which 
believes in the manner of deployment of resources so as to achieve the 
objectives.

 While fixing the organizational objectives, it is essential that the factors 
which influence the selection of objectives must be analyzed before the 
selection of objectives. Once the objectives and the factors influencing 
strategic decisions have been determined, it is easy to take strategic 
decisions.



2. Evaluating the Organizational Environment - The next step is 
to evaluate the general economic and industrial environment in 
which the organization operates. This includes a review of the 
organizations competitive position. It is essential to conduct a 
qualitative and quantitative review of an organizations existing 
product line. The purpose of such a review is to make sure that 
the factors important for competitive success in the market can 
be discovered so that the management can identify their own 
strengths and weaknesses as well as their competitors’ strengths 
and weaknesses.

 After identifying its strengths and weaknesses, an organization 
must keep a track of competitors’ moves and actions so as to 
discover probable opportunities of threats to its market or supply 
sources.



3. Setting Quantitative Targets - In this step, an 

organization must practically fix the quantitative target 

values for some of the organizational objectives. The idea 

behind this is to compare with long term customers, so as to 

evaluate the contribution that might be made by various 

product zones or operating departments.

4. Aiming in context with the divisional plans - In this step, 

the contributions made by each department or division or 

product category within the organization is identified and 

accordingly strategic planning is done for each sub-unit. 

This requires a careful analysis of macroeconomic trends.



5. Performance Analysis - Performance analysis includes 
discovering and analyzing the gap between the planned or 
desired performance. A critical evaluation of the organizations 
past performance, present condition and the desired future 
conditions must be done by the organization. This critical 
evaluation identifies the degree of gap that persists between the 
actual reality and the long-term aspirations of the organization. 
An attempt is made by the organization to estimate its probable 
future condition if the current trends persist.

6. Choice of Strategy - This is the ultimate step in Strategy 
Formulation. The best course of action is actually chosen after 
considering organizational goals, organizational strengths, 
potential and limitations as well as the external opportunities.


